
Emergency Recovery System for DJI Inspire 1



Increased need for security and local laws call for a enhanced, professional emergency recovery system on the No. 1 of professi-
onal unmanned aerial vehicles: the DJI Inspire 1. The Remote Vision ERS is a reliable, easy mountable, high redundancy system 
that brings your UAV to a new level of inflight security and it paves the way to authorizations by local regulators.

ERS works with a dedicated transmit-
ter and a external eject switch, 
protected against inadvertent use.

The aerial device hangs flutterfree 
close to the CG of the UAV and adds 
very little load. 

With it‘s spring mechanism, the 
parachute can eject and deflat in 
every flight situation and bring the 
UAV to a slow descent.
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Technical Data

Inspire Mount
Material Carbon
Attachement to UA Velcro

No mechanical or electronic changes on Inspire 
needed

Parachute
Fruty Chutes IFC-48-S
Effective diameter 48“
Max copter weight 9kg

Attachement to UA Kevlar harness
Quick lock

Product

Parachute Launcher
Skycat X55CFProduct
CarbonMaterial
Spring loaded, with thermal fuse
Fuse wire for 20 fuses included
Easy, field-ready reload process

Launcher mechanism

included, compatible to PPM RC channel
needs 1 RC channel an battery power (3-4S 
Lipo, short burst of 25A)

Trigger electronics

RC Electronics
small 2.4GHz FHSS system
TX needs 4 x AA batteries

ERS Transmitter & Receiver

LiPo 3S 450mAh, 65/130C (LiPo charger with 
balancer needed)

Battery

programmable to eject / not eject in case of 
lost link

Failsafe

Warning before battery gets empty with buzzer 
and status LED

Voltage controller

Easy to reach, bright colored, protected against 
inadvertent use
1.2m wires to ERS transmitter

External eject switch

System Functions

Eject speed Time from eject switch to parachute release 
typical 0.3 sec

Eject envelope Eject is possible in every flight situation, even 
with max vertical speed or inverted free fall
>6m above ground for best use

Operating Conditions Temperature -25C / +55C
Weight Fully equiped aerial system 472g

Descent on parachute Vertical speed ~4.6m/s
Vertical energy on ground impact ~37 joule
Free fall equivalent 1.08m

Inspire landing gear No automatic lowering of landing gear when 
parachute ejects. Damage on gimbal must be 
expected

Inspire motor stop Kevlar propeller stop lines can be mounted, they 
physically stop the propellers on parachute 
ejection. Damage on props must be expected.

Supported emergency scenarios
Environmental induced GPS missguidance

Control link lost without RTH possibility

Equipment induced Malfunction of DJI control station
Inspire battery break down
Inspire FCC or sensors malfunction
Broken motor or propeller
Airframe failure

Pilot induced Unconscious pilot
Flying beyond VLOS without recovery possibility
Strong piloting error

The emergency recovery systems purpose is to protect people and objects on 
the ground as well as manned planes in the air. A certain degree of damage 
must be expected on the Inspire 1 when it comes down on parachute.

Respect the local laws and general safety behaviour while flying your UAV! The ERS is the base for your authorisation and certification requests!



Order Information

Inspire 1 ERS Mount

Inspire 1 ERS Set
with parachute

Inspire 1 ERS RTF Set
with parachute and RC

Ready to build up your own ERS system. 
The carbon mount for Inspire 1 is the base 
for your own engineering.

The ERS Set with parachute contents all 
parts you need, if you have your own RC 
system and battery. Assembling instruc-
tion as well as RC suggestions and pref-
light checklist is included.

The RTF Set lifts you direct up to a new 
level of security. All mechanic and electro-
nic parts are assembled and tested. Read 
the instructions, do the test, attach it to 
the Inspire 1 and fly.
You need: 4 AA batteries for TX, 3S LiPo 
charger and of course a DJI Inspire 1.

99.00 Euro

569.00 Euro

1150.00 Euro

Pricing is without VAT and shipment. Priices can change at any time.
Warranty & liability information at www.remotevision.chMore information www.remotevision.ch

www.skycat.pro
Orders and questions info@remotevision.ch


